SOA Health Check
Having SOA Stability Issues? Not Seeing ROI? You Need a SOA Health Check!

Leveraging best practices, implementing a stable and scalable architecture, and establishing solid internal policies
and procedures are critical to recognizing the full benefits of an Oracle software investment. As an experienced
Oracle SOA implementer and winner of several awards for innovative solutions, Sierra-Cedar has an exceptional
track record of not only implementing robust Oracle SOA solutions, but also recognizing opportunities for clients
to improve upon their existing implementations and methodologies. Sierra-Cedar knows how valuable Oracle
software can be to an organization, but that value is often lost if the software is not implemented, used, or
managed according to best practices. This Health Check includes an assessment of existing environments and
recommendations to improve stability, scalability, flexibility, manageability, security, and performance.

Summary of Services
R E
valuate SOA configurations and management
practices

R	Investigate specific SOA concerns or pains from
Client

R	Conduct discovery sessions with administrators
and key developers

R	Assess the security and governance policies in
place

R	Review Client documentation on architecture
and usage

R	Compare setups with standards and best
practices

R	Explore one representative integration to assess
the design and development standards used

R	Prepare a single deliverable document to
capture the current state and recommendations
for improvement

Timeline and Scope
The SOA Health Check typically takes two to three weeks depending on the Client environment and the ability
of the Client team to provide access and information required. Sierra-Cedar will engage consultants with SOA
Architecture and WebLogic Administration skills to review the environment, complete a Health Check Scorecard,
and make recommendations for improvement. While the Health Check does not include scope for executing the
recommended changes, Sierra-Cedar can prepare and submit a proposal if the Client is interested in having
Sierra-Cedar perform that work.

Why Sierra-Cedar
Sierra-Cedar is an industry leader in SOA consulting with proven capability to plan, architect, and implement
robust SOA solutions while also preparing your team to take ownership of the solution and continue to build upon
it as needed. Our Health Checks are delivered by implementation consultants who offer valuable experience,
troubleshooting ability, and industry best practices to the process and recommendations
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Sierra-Cedar delivers industry-focused client success by providing consulting, technology, and managed services
for the deployment, management, and optimization of next-generation applications and technology.
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